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A note to teachers
Our dear fellow teachers,
In the workpack you are about to see, you will find a series of activities to be used
with your students both before and after watching the BAP play of your choice.
You will find that most of the activities have been graded according to levels,
which might imply age or language development or both.
These icons will show you the level of the activity:

1 2 3
You will also come across different types of activities, which in most cases we
have decided to categorize as follows: The Story; Characters; Words, words,
words!; Grammar & Structures; Drama Games & Activities. In many cases,
however, as in the classroom and in life, categories tend to merge and combine
and evolve, so that one activity may lend itself to something else and become
useful for something different.
In the Index section, you will find a Teacher’s Corner for some of the activities,
with suggested procedures, and answer keys where appropriate.
All these are simply suggestions. You are the one who knows your students, so
please feel free to play around with this workpack as much as you want to.
Have a magical BAP experience, and do let us know what worked best for you
and your students!
All our love,
The Teachers Team
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Sfyo rntoe apc hse riss
It’s the early 1920’s and Dr. Oscar Frankenstein, a renowned scientist,
decides to visit his famous grandfather’s mansion in Germany. Oscar
is eager to settle in his grandfather’s lab and investigate his work. His
colleague, Dr. Frida Berger, joins him in the task.
Just as the two scientists are about to leave, Oscar’s fiancée and
famous movie star, Mandy Glitter, shows up at the station with
her agent, Mr. Brooks, and the scientific plans are changed by an
unexpected proposal. They are offered a large sum of money in
exchange for a Frankenstein dummy to appear in one of Mandy’s
movies. This seems to be a very good deal!
However, things will not be so easy for them in the mysterious
mansion. As the scientists search the old laboratory looking for
further information to make the perfect dummy, Oscar finds his
grandfather’s notebook and a thrilling secret is revealed! Will the
past help them complete their task? Can old Frankenstein’s legacy
interfere with love?
Join us to find out what is going on in this
seemingly haunted mansion, and get dazzled by
the funny and spine-chilling events that lead to
the most hilarious ending!
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Vocabulary
This list of vocabulary items will help you and your students
understand and enjoy the play more fully:

Verbs
stammer • go through • miss • turn up • beat • defrost • revive
• train • earn • forget • think • speak • win • join • faint • fail •
embrace • dare • lock • hide

Adjectives
mad • frozen • thrilling • risky • naughty • clumsy • unique •
alive • gloomy • frank • exhausted • guilty • odd

Nouns
fact • experiment • trip • scientist • reporter • fiancée • feathers •
pearls • news • film • dummy • tubes • recipes • suitcase •
housekeeper • noises • heart • clue • lock • helmet • wires • screw •
switch • creature • lever • stretcher • butler • fun • fan • toy •
wedding • drawing • master • death • dust • coquette • neon lights •
movie star • joy • pride • revival • fright • costumes • script

Expressions
nice to meet you • a penny for your thoughts • the early 20’s •
think it over • brain fever • modern times • spread the news •
do wonders • the perfect match

moral
What makes you
different is what makes
you unique.
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Characters

a scientist,
grandson of the
famous Dr. Victor
Frankenstein

a scientist

a strange
creature.
the butler

a movie star
and Oscar’s
fiancée

Mandy’s agent
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1 21 3

NAME

THE STORY
Quiz
ACTIVITY 1
How much do you know about Frankenstein?

1.

1. Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein in
Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein in ………………………..
a. 1950
b. 1818
c. 1988

2. In the original novel, the monster is created by
a. Victor Frankenstein b. William Frankenstein c. Oscar Frankenstein

3. Dr. Frankenstein
a. glues

together parts of dead bodies.

b. stitches

c. staples

4. In the novel, the monster has
a. green

b. gray

skin.

c. yellow

5. Dr. Frankenstein brings his creation to life
a. using magic

b. with a chemical potion

c. during an electrical storm

6. At the beginning, the monster cannot
a. speak

b. walk

c. see

Now use the KIDDLE ENCYCLOPEDIA online to check
your answers. (Go to kids.kiddle.co)
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NAME

1 2
THE STORY
Synopsis
ACTIVITY 2
This is a synopsis of the play you are about to watch.
Use the pictures to help you fill in the gaps.

train

scientist

search

mansion

lab

money

monster

It’s the early 1920’s and Dr. Oscar Frankenstein, a renowned (1)
to visit his famous grandfather’s (2)
grandfather’s (3)

notebook
, decides

in Germany. Oscar wants to see his

and investigate his work. His colleague, Dr. Frida Berger,

travels with him.
Before they board the (4)

, Oscar’s fiancée and famous movie star, Mandy

Glitter, arrives at the station with her agent, Mr. Brooks. They offer Oscar and Frida a lot
of (5)

in exchange for a Frankenstein dummy: an imitation of the original

(6)

They need it for one of Mandy’s movies. The two scientists get excited

with the idea!
As the scientists (7)

the old laboratory looking for information to make the

perfect dummy, Oscar finds his grandfather’s (8)

and a secret is revealed!

Will they finally manage to create a dummy of Frankenstein for the movie?
Come and watch the play to find out.
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NAME

synopsis
The Author
ACTIVITY 3
True or false.

BIOGRAPHY
Mary Shelley was born on 30 August 1797 in London. Her parents were Mary
Wollstonecraft, a feminist, and William Godwin, a philosopher. Her mother died in
childbirth. Her father married again. Mary got a great education, something most girls
did not have at the time.
During May of 1816, Mary and her future husband Percy Bysshe Shelley, travelled to
Lake Geneva to spend summer near the famous poet Lord Byron. In terms of English
literature, it was a great summer. Percy began work on “Hymn to Intellectual Beauty”
and “Mont Blanc”. At the same time, Mary was inspired to write her classic work.
One evening, the group of young writers decided to have a contest telling horror stories. Another guest,
Dr John Polidori, came up with The Vampyre, later a strong influence on Bram Stoker’s Dracula. Other
guests told scary stories, but Mary could not think of one. But that night, she dreamt of the story she
had wanted to tell. She wrote it down, and in time, her story would be published as Frankenstein, and
it became more successful than any of the other writings produced that summer.

1. Mary Wollstonecraft lived with Mary Shelley for a long time.

2. Most girls received very good education in those days.

T

T

3. John Polidori stayed with them during the summer of 1816.

F

F

T

F

4. During the horror story contest, one of the guests invented Dracula.

5. Mary Shelley didn’t tell any scary stories that evening.

T

T

F

F

6. Mary came up with the story of Frankenstein when she was sleeping.

T

F

Extract taken and adapted from the Kiddle Encyclopedia
at https://kids.kiddle.co/Mary_Shelley
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NAME

CHARACTERS
MEMOTEST
ACTIVITY 4
DIY!!! Make your own game.
Cut and paste on cardboard the names, images and role of the characters to play the game.

Mandy
Glitter

Oscar
Frankenstein

Frida
Berger

Petroff

Mr.
Brooks

movi
e
star

scientist

Assi
s
tant
Scientist

butler

agent
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NAME

CHARACTERS
Who’´s who?
ACTIVITY 5
Student A

oscar
She is an actress.

He is a

She is Oscar’s
fiancée.

He likes facts.

She likes

petroff
He is a butler.
He lives in

mr. brooks
She is an assistant

He is an agent.

scientist.

He wants

She is from Germany.
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NAME

CHARACTERS
Who’´s who?
ACTIVITY 5
Student B

olivia

mandy
She is an

He is a

She is Oscar’s fiancée.

He lives in the

She likes pearls.

mansion.

She is a ghost.
She is Petroff’s cousin.

mr. brooks

frida
She is an assistant

He is an agent.

scientist.

He wants a

She is from

dummy.
.
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NAME

CHARACTERS
DESCRIPTIONS
ACTIVITY 6
Read the sentences below and use the adjectives in the word bank to complete them.

frozen risky gloomy guilty mad thrilling clumsY exhausted alive
1. Oscar believed his grandfather was

because he tried to create a

man by joining body parts.
2. When they found the monster, it wasn’t moving. It was
3. Reviving the creature might be

Both scientists are careful and hide.

4. Mandy is excited about having a monster in the film. She finds the idea quite

5. Frankie is too tall and cannot walk well. He doesn’t want to be so
6. Olivia is the ghost of Petroff’s cousin. Petroff is the only one
in the mansion.
7. The lab is dark and mysterious. Frida thinks a

place like that is

ideal for experiments.
8. When something bad happens, everybody thinks Frankie is
9. After trying very hard to make the dummy, Oscar and Frida are
They need to take a rest.
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NAME

WORDS,
WORDS, WORDS
WORD SEARCH
ACTIVITY 7

V

H

J

T

F

Q

R

N

B

D

S

W

I

T

C

H

X

O

H

R

D

I

C

R

U

A

X

T

O

A

S

R

I

J

E

G

F

E

G

W

H

E

L

M

E

T

A

B

W

I

Y

L

N

D

F

U

M

O

L

N

N

K

B

M

Y

B

K

O

E

G

Z

J

S

C

R

E

W

K

V

S

C

Z

P

L
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W

V

T

E

P

S

T

R

E

T

C

H

E

R

Q
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NAME

WORDS,
WORDS, WORDS
DRAW THE LAB
ACTIVITY 8
This is Victor’s lab.
There are drawings of strange creatures and shelves on the walls. There are three jars with brains on the
shelves. There is a board with scientific formulas written on it. The creature is lying on a stretcher. It’s
got screws on each side of its neck. Attached to the screws, there are wires. The wires are connected
to a lever. Behind the stretcher, there is a table. There are five tubes on it. On the floor, under the table,
there is a suitcase. Is the notebook in it? Does it contain the secret of life?
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NAME

WORDS,
WORDS, WORDS
FIND THE DIFFERENCES
ACTIVITY 9
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ACTIVITY 10
Look at the chart.
Use the adjectives and the information to compare these monsters from famous novels as in the
example. Complete the sentences.

HAIRY
TALL
AGGRESSIVE
SMART
SCARY
FRIENDLY
DANGEROUS

Frankie

The Mummy

Dracula

The Grinch

The Wolfman

X
XXXX
XXXX
XXXX
-

XX
XXX
XXX
XXX

XX
XXX
XX
XX
XX
X
XX

XXX
X
X
XX
X
XX
-

XXXX
X
XXXX
X
XXXX
XXX
XXXX

e.g.: The Grinch is hairier than Frankie. The Wolfman is the hairiest.
1) Dracula / The Grinch TALL
2) Frankie TALL
3) The Wolfman AGGRESSIVE
4) The Mummy / Dracula AGGRESSIVE
5) The Grinch / The Wolfman SMART

6) Frankie SMART
7) The Wolfman / Dracula SCARY
8) Frankie / The Mummy FRIENDLY
9) Dracula / The Grinch DANGEROUS
10) The Wolfman DANGEROUS

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
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NAME

GRAMMAR

STRUCTURES

THE EARLY 20´ S
ACTIVITY 11
Compare the past and present.

• telegraph and letters
• silent movies
• few women doctors and
lawyers
• jazz popular with young
people
• ships for across-ocean
travel

In 1920 people used to communicate by telegraph, but today we chat via Whatsapp.
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ACTIVITY 12
Unscramble the words to make proper sentences about the play.
1. Mandy / pearls / likes / feathers / and

2. Mr. Brooks / going / is / movie / monster / to / make / about / a / Dr. Victor Frankenstein’s

3. The / offers / exchange / for / Frida / agent / and / Oscar / a / money / in / a / dummy / lot / of

4. If / they / money / experiments / are / for / successful / they / enough / will / their / have

5. When / gets / monster / closer / faints / the / Mandy

6. Frida / to / wants / when / Olivia’s spirit / up / turns / know
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ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 13
ROLE-PLAY
Read this extract from the actors’ original script, decide the number of characters you need, analyse
their feelings and moods.
OSCAR: (Sees Petroff and jumps out) Oh my God! Who... who... who are you?
PETROFF: I’m Petroff. This place was closed to curious people after my master’s death. (He is about to cry)
Who are you?
OSCAR: I’m Dr Oscar Frankenstein and she is Dr Frida Berger.
PETROFF: Frankenstein, did you say? Are you Dr Victor Frankenstein’s grandson? (With a certain hope in his mood)
OSCAR: That’s right. Nice to meet you. (He stretches out hand but Petroff moves aside and changes mood)
PETROFF: We’ll see if it is nice to meet YOU.
OSCAR: WE’LL SEE? Who lives here with you?
PETROFF: The... (he refrains from saying anything else, suspense)
OSCAR: Speak up, Petroff. I couldn’t hear you.
PETROFF: The... only person alive here is me. Sometimes the spirit of my good cousin Olivia comes and goes.
OSCAR: I think we’ve already met Olivia, the spirit. Frida, that must be the white thing that followed me.
PETROFF: If something white followed you, it’s Olivia. No doubt. But she’s dead and I’m the only one alive.
FRIDA: (laughs)… the only person alive! Interesting. Do you have a dead body somewhere? (Reaction from
Petroff) And the spirit? When does it turn up?
OSCAR: Frida, please!
PETROFF: Olivia turns up when she wants. I don’t know if she will be happy with you two here.
OSCAR: Why is Olivia’s spirit in the house?
PETROFF: She was the housekeeper. She loved your grandfather and after his death… (He starts weeping)
she died of sorrow. Then, one day…
OSCAR: Well, this is enough. Petroff, we’ll do some research work here and we’ll stay for some months. I
sent you a telegram last week (Petroff nods). Well... where are our rooms?
PETROFF: I thought you wouldn’t come, sir. Nobody has dared since my master’s death. I’ll prepare your
rooms now. (Exits left)
FRIDA: Nice place, gloomy and dark. Ideal for experiments. I’m happy to be here.
OSCAR: I’m not. This Petroff is quite a man. I think he wants to be alone here though I don’t know if he is
alone, and I’m not thinking of Olivia’s spirit.
FRIDA: Oh, come on, Oscar. (Laughs) I want to see the lab. I’m eager to start working. Ask Petroff to show
us the lab.
OSCAR: Now, Frida dear?
FRIDA: Yes, Oscar dear! Think of the millions!

Now, read the lines again, decide which character you want to be,
study your lines, rehearse them and… ACTION!!!
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DRAMA GAMES

&

ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 14
Cut out the following lines from the script and re order them so that they make sense.
Then act it out.

Mr BROOKS: Dear Dr. Frankenstein, good news for you. Dr Frankenstein, Dr Berger... do
you want to earn millions?
BOTH: YES!
Mr BROOKS: Good! We are going to make a film on Dr Victor Frankenstein’s life and the
strange creature he created. As you are now going to work in his laboratory, we want you
to make a dummy.
MANDY: Now, tell me, am I in the film?
Mr BROOKS: Surprise, surprise! Mandy, you’ll be the main actress in the film.
MANDY: Divine! Divine! I love it! Me and the big monster! (Dramatising the situation) He
gets closer and I... faint (She falls into Frida’s arms who makes faces and pushes her
aside roughly)
OSCAR: I don’t really understand. We are scientists, not toy makers.
Mr BROOKS: Dear Oscar, this is not a toy. We need a creature similar to the one created
by your grandfather... you know.
FRIDA: And the millions?
Mr BROOKS: If the dummy is good enough for the film, you will be paid two million
dollars.
FRIDA: I accept!
OSCAR: I don’t.
FRIDA: Oscar, we need money for our future experiments.
MANDY: Oscar, twitty, twitty, we will need millions for our wedding.
Mr BROOKS: Think it over Dr Frankenstein... goodbye…
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ACTIVITIES

ACTIVITY 15
Greetings: All students start milling about the room.
Ask them to greet each other, perhaps just by shaking hands. Students just shake hands, move on,
and greet the next student they meet. Then ask the students to greet each other in a more specific way.
Possibilities are: like a lost friend, a reporter trying to get an interview, a crazy scientist, a lonely butler,
a movie star, someone you are secretly in love with, someone who has seen a ghost.
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NAME

THE STORY
Who said
Quizwhat?
ACTIVITY 16
1.

I’m sure
the
electric c
u
rre
Mary Shelley wrote Frankenstein in ………………………..
will reach nt
h
I’m a brave
brain thro is
u
gh
woman.
them.

Facts are
facts.

It was written by
my grandpa.

Nobody will
like him in the
outside world.

Do you want to
earn millions?

This place was
closed after my
master’s death.

Now, I’ll rest
in peace.

He will come with
me to London.
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NAME

CHARACTERS
ACTIVITY 17
Writing a Letter.
Frankie and Mandy got married and are now on their honeymoon in New York.

You
Frankie
(or wrote
Mandy,
you choose).
Write a short letter to Petroff and Olivia, telling them
1. areMary
Shelley
Frankenstein
in ………………………..
about your trip as newlyweds.
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NAME

CHARACTERS
ACTIVITY 18
Choosing a new role.
You have the chance to play the part of any of the characters at the school concert. Which one would
you choose? What would you do if you were that character? Why?

If I were ____,
I would…

_,
re ___
If I we ld…
I wou

re
If I we
____,
I would…

If I were ____,
I would…

If I wer
e __
I would __,
…
If I wer
e __
I would __,
…

If I were ____,
I would…
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NAME

THE STORY
ACTIVITY 19
Storybuilder.
Analyse the story and complete the information in the chart.

Who?

Where?

What
problems?

How?
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NAME

THE STORY
ACTIVITY 20
StoryBuilder.
Complete the info according to the play you saw and develop the plot of the story.

CHARACTER
Who are the main
characters, and what
are they like?

CHALLENGE
What challenge or
problem must the
characters solve?

SETTING AND WHEN

Where and when does
the story take place?

OBSTACLES

What obstacles
stand in the
characters’ way?

CLIMAX

How do they finally
solve the challenge?
What happens
at the end?

OUTCOME
What is the outcome
of the story?
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1 2 3

NAME

THE STORY
ACTIVITY 21
Design a book cover for the story.
Remember all the features included in a book cover… Title, Author, Publishing House, Illustration,
Awards, Reviews, etc. Remember to include the words you have learnt to write what the story is about.
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ACTIVITY 22
The following pictures are related to the story.
Add the missing letters and provide examples to illustrate their meaning.

a. L __ __ E __

b. __ T __ E __ C H __ __

c. H __ __ M __ __

d. F __ A T __ E __ S

e. S __ __ T __ A __ E

f. __ U __ __ E __
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NAME

WORDS,
WORDS, WORDS
ACTIVITY 23
Parts of speech.
Complete the following grid with the correct words in each column.

verb

noun

ADJECTIVE

FREEZE
REVIVE

FAIL
LIVE

LIFE

RISK

RISK
FRIGHT

DIE
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NAME

WORDS,
WORDS, WORDS
ACTIVITY 24
Let’s play Charades!
Your friends can ask questions… but you can only answer with your head (YES / NO).

stammer

defrost

win

faint

frozen

clumsy

unique

gloomy

fact

dummy

screw

stretcher

nice to
meet you

spread
the news

do
wonders

the
perfect
match
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ACTIVITY 25
Before and after.
Frankie goes through a couple of changes during the story. At the beginning of the story
Frankie was frozen but now he is awake. When Frankie woke up, he couldn’t speak well but now
he can speak many languages. At first, he couldn’t dance, but now he is a good tango dancer.
What about you?
Think about what changed in your life and complete the sentences.

When I was born, I couldn’t

but now

Before I started primary school, I couldn’t

but now

When I was 5, I couldn’t
Last year, I
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GRAMMAR

STRUCTURES

THE EARLY 20´ S
ACTIVITY 26
Conditionals.
What do they think?

Oscar and Frida: We have two million dollars, so now we will do a lot of experiments.

Mandy: If I had two million dollars, I would

you:

Frankie: I can speak many languages.

Petroff: If I

you:

Petroff: I live in Frankenstein’s mansion.

Mr. Brooks: If I

you:
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THE character´ S routine
ACTIVITY 27
Having new science projects changes Victor and Frida’s routines.
Write sentences as in the example.
Who? \ When?

every day

yesterday

Victor and Frida

get up - 9am.

get up - 5.30am.

1. Victor

prepare breakfast

take a shower

2. Frida

take a shower

prepare breakfast

3. Victor

speak to Petroff

speak / his mum / phone

4. Victor and Frida

read a book

think / new inventions

5. Frida

not cook lunch

ask Petroff to cook

6. Victor

not earn a lot of money

win a prize

7. Victor and Frida

not forget / things

miss the train

8. Victor and Frida

hide / notebook

leave the notebook on the
desk

e.g.: Victor and Frida get up at 9am every day, but yesterday they got up at 5.30am
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
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ACTIVITY 28
Be a Scientist!
Make your own volcano.

A VOLCANO is produced over thousands of years as heat and pressure build up. That
aspect of a volcano is very difficult to recreate in a home experiment. However, this
volcano will give you an idea of what it might look like when a volcano erupts flowing lava.
This is a classic experiment in which a CHEMICAL reaction can create the appearance
of a PHYSICAL volcano eruption.
Materials:
• A volcano – Talk to your teacher about how to make a volcano out of paper mache or
plaster. You can also use clay or if you’re in a hurry to make your volcano, use a mound
of dirt outside.
• A container that 35mm film comes in, and old pill bottle, a baby food jar, or similar size
container.
• Red and yellow food coloring (optional)
• Vinegar
• Liquid dish-washing soap
What to do:
1. Go outside or prepare for some clean-up inside
2. Put the container into the volcano at the top
3. Add two spoonfuls of baking soda
4. Add about a spoonful of dish soap
5. Add about 5 drops each of the red and yellow food coloring
Now for the eruption!:
Add about a spoonful of the vinegar into the container and watch your volcano come alive.
Demonstration versus Experiment!
The project above is a DEMONSTRATION. To make it a true EXPERIMENT, you can try
to answer these questions:
1. Does vinegar temperature affect how fast the volcano erupts?
2. Does the shape of the volcano affect the direction the eruption travels?
3. What can be added to the “lava” to slow it down and make it more like real lava?
4. What combination of vinegar and baking soda creates the biggest eruption?
Source: https://sciencebob.com/category/experiments/
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ACTIVITY 29
The Secret of Life.
Your teacher has become a great scientist and he/she has discovered the SECRET of LIFE. He/she
shows a jar labelled “The Perfect Life” to you, when you open it, show your friends with gestures what
there is inside your jar.

The Perfect

Life
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ACTIVITY 30
Interview.
Radio Programme – Pair work. Victor and Frida were known worldwide after what happened in the
lab. And Frankie became very famous after starring the film with Mandy.
You are a journalist in a radio programme. Think of questions you would like to ask one of the
characters in the story. Write them down, answer them and then ROLE PLAY the dialogue with
your friend.
Use these hints as a guide.
1. How old?
2. Where/live?
3. Brothers/sisters?
4. When/birthday?
5. Favourite/food?
6. Favourite/animal?

Any other you want to ask each character.
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song 1
DR FRANKENSTEIN I AM
Complete the song with the past form of the verbs.

OSCAR
Dr Frankenstein I am

He
He

ALL
He’s Dr Frankenstein, he is

OSCAR
In these modern times.

ALL
His grandpa
(be) mad.
When by joining different parts
He
(think) he could
make a man.
He
(forget) he wasn’t God.

ALL
Dr Frankenstein he is

OSCAR
Dr Frankenstein I am.

OSCAR
I’m Dr Frankenstein, I am

ALL
Dr Fra, Fran, Frankenstein, he is.

ALL
A famous scientist
In these modern times.

OSCAR
A famous scientist

OSCAR
A famous scientist

My grandpa

OSCAR

(be) mad

ALL
Mad!
OSCAR
When by joining different parts
He

OSCAR
(think) he could
make a man.
(forget) he wasn’t God.

ALL
(join) them, yeah
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song 2
FUN AND CHAMPAGNE
Replace the pictures with the appropriate words.

Mandy Glitter is who I am

Mandy Glitter is who I am

A movie star

Sing it!

I love to see my name

Do do do do

Up in neon

.

Sha la la la la
Don’t forget

Mandy is fun

I am a coquette

My pussy cat.

And I

I can

bright men.

Like my duckie.

I can dance.
I tap, tap, tap.

Mandy Glitter is who I am
A movie

(Dancing)

I love to see my name,
Up in neon lights.

I love champagne,
and pearls.

Mandy is fun

Everybody knows my face

My pussy cat.

Because I’m the most famous girl.

I can
I can dance.

People want my autograph

I tap, tap, tap.

When I sign my
They love me
I love them
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song 3
THE SECRET OF LIFE
Listen and choose the option you hear.

OSCAR & FRIDA
Millions we’ll need / give
Millions we’ll love / have
If we can find
The secret, the secret of life
MANDY
Millions I’ll need / give
Millions I’ll love / have
If you two find
The secret, secret of life.
FRIDA
Millions will come.
MANDY
Millions I’ll love / have
OSCAR
Millions... goodbye
FRIDA & MANDY
Millions come back / by
ALL
Millions we’ll need / give
Millions we’ll love / have
If we can find
The secret, the secret of life
We’ll love the sound / ground
Of moving / rolling coins
When falling down
Into our bags! / hands
It’s the secret of life
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song 4
OLIVIA,’S LAMENT
Fill in the song with verbs from the box. Then listen and check.

Called took see are shut is leaving is fight touch said
OLIVIA
Victor, my love, you
back
Back, back!
What
you so long?
FRIDA
Excuse me, Frau Olivia
This
not Victor
This
Oscar
OLIVIA
up, you witch!
FRIDA
She

me witch!

OSCAR
Ladies don’t
OLIVIA
Don’t

my man
FRIDA

Who

he’s yours

OLIVIA
Now that I
him I know he’s not
My Victor Frankenstein
I’m
but I’ll be back
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song 5
SOLUTIONS, NOT PROBLEMS
Put the lines in order.

Frankie cannot walk
Frankie cannot speak
Frankie cannot read
Then what can he do?
FRANKIE
Frankie cannot sing
Frankie cannot dance
Frankie cannot write
ALL
Frankie cannot write
Then what can he do?
And do what he knows
He must show the world
Frankie must be frank
He must be himself
Different things to give!
Different we must be
Everybody has
We are not alike
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song 6
FRANKIE IS ONE OF US
Fill in the lyrics with a suitable word. Then listen and check. The initial letter is given.

ALL

ALL

We must s

the news

Frankie, Frankie a m

For the w

to know

Frankie, Frankie in neon l

Frankie is one of us
This m

S

be a must

Because Frankie is one of us
We must s

the news

For the w

star!
!

the news
He’s one of us!

		
(Back to first verse)

to know

Frankie is one of us

Frankie, Frankie a m

He’s the biggest m

star

Frankie, Frankie in neon l

Frankie is one of us

Frankie is our joy and p

MANDY

He’s our joy and p

I’m a big m

star!

I will t

into one!

Frankie, Frankie in neon l
S

star!
!

the news
He’s one of us!

OSCAR
This has b

!

His name is Frankie
Frankie, Frankie a m

FRANKIE

star!

a good job.
FRIDA

No n

to be said.
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song 7
FRANKIE, THE BIG STAR
Fill in the lyrics with a suitable word from the ones given. Then listen and check.

FILM STORY MILLIONS EVERYONE
OSCAR AND FRIDA
This is a
that we must tell
A great
we made
And millions we

SUCCESS STAR FILM EVERYBODY
FRANKIE
film we made
It is a
!
Now I am the
loves!

A

ONE GREAT CLUMSY GUY UNIQUE
MUST LOVE STYLE
ALL
He is a great
He’s
of us
He is a must
He’s got his own
He’s won people’s, people’s

LUCKY DUMMY HAPPY BIG
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guy
!

He is a
guy
He’s one of us
He is a must
He’s got his own
He’s won people’s, people’s
He is a
guy
He’s one of us
He is a must
Dear Frankie is
In his
style!

He is a big star
Frankie, the big star!
He is a big star
Frankie, the big star!

style!

MANDY
Thanks to this
I feel I’m
He makes me
He’s my new

ALL
Thanks to this
We feel we are
We are
And we feel

He is a big star
He is a big star
Frankie, the big star!
Frankie, the big star!
He is on every
He’s popular

He is a
guy
He’s one of us
He is a
Dear Frankie is
In his

FRANKIE LOVE CLUMSY DIVINE
MAGAZINE BIG UNIQUE GREAT STYLE
HAPPY STARS GREAT

He is a big star
is a big star, yeah!

guy
!
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song 1

EN S
DR FRANK TEIN I AM
OSCAR
Dr Frankenstein I am
ALL
He’s Dr Frankenstein, he is

ALL
His grandpa was mad.
When by joining different parts
He thought he could make a man.
He forgot he wasn’t God.

OSCAR
A famous scientist

OSCAR
Dr Frankenstein I am.

OSCAR
In these modern times.

ALL
Dr Fra, Fran, Frankenstein, he is.

ALL
Dr Frankenstein he is

OSCAR
A famous scientist

OSCAR
I’m Dr Frankenstein, I am

OSCAR
In these modern times.

ALL
A famous scientist
In these modern times.

ALL
Dr Frankenstein he is
OSCAR
I’m Dr Frankenstein, I am

OSCAR
My grandpa was mad

ALL
A famous scientist
In these modern times.

ALL
Mad!
OSCAR
When by joining different parts
ALL
He joined them, yeah
OSCAR
He thought he could make a man.
He forgot he wasn’t God.
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song 2

FUN AND CHAMPAGNE
Mandy Glitter is who I am
A movie star
I love to see my name
Up in neon lights.
Mandy is fun
My pussy cat.
I can sing
I can dance.
I tap, tap, tap.
(Dancing)
I love champagne,
Feathers and pearls.
Everybody knows my face
Because I’m the most famous girl.
People want my autograph
When I sign my photograph
They love me
I love them
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Mandy Glitter is who I am
Sing it!
Do do do do
Sha la la la la
Don’t forget
I am a coquette
And I love bright men.
Like my duckie.
Mandy Glitter is who I am
A movie star
I love to see my name,
Up in neon lights.
Mandy is fun
My pussy cat.
I can sing
I can dance.
I tap, tap, tap.
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song 3

THE SECRET OF LIFE
OSCAR & FRIDA
Millions we’ll need
Millions we’ll have
If we can find
The secret, the secret of life
MANDY
Millions I’ll need
Millions I’ll have
If you two find
The secret, secret of life.
FRIDA
Millions will come.
MANDY
Millions I’ll have
OSCAR
Millions... goodbye
FRIDA & MANDY
Millions come back
ALL
Millions we’ll need
Millions we’ll have
If we can find
The secret, the secret of life
We’ll love the sound
Of rolling coins
When falling down
Into our bags!
It’s the secret of life
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song 4
,

OLIVIA S LAMENT
OLIVIA
Victor, my love, you are back
Back, back!
What took you so long?
FRIDA
Excuse me, Frau Olivia
This is not Victor
This is Oscar
OLIVIA
Shut up, you witch!
FRIDA
She called me witch!
OSCAR
Ladies don’t fight
OLIVIA
Don’t touch my man
FRIDA
Who said he’s yours
OLIVIA
Now that I see him I know he’s not
My Victor Frankenstein
I’m leaving but I’ll be back
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song 5
SOLUTIONS,

NOT PROBLEMS
OSCAR
Frankie cannot speak

ALL
Then what can he do?

PETROFF
Frankie cannot walk

FRIDA
Frankie must be frank

FRIDA
Frankie cannot read

ALL
And do what he knows
He must show the world
He must be himself
We are not alike
Different we must be
Everybody has
Different things to give!

ALL
Then what can he do?
FRANKIE
Frankie cannot sing
Frankie cannot dance
Frankie cannot write
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song 6

FRANKIE IS ONE OF US
ALL
We must spread the news
For the world to know
Frankie is one of us
This must be a must
Because Frankie is one of us
We must spread the news
For the world to know
Frankie is one of us
He’s the biggest movie star
Frankie is one of us

ALL
Frankie, Frankie a movie star!
Frankie, Frankie in neon lights!
Spread the news
He’s one of us!
		
(Back to first verse)
Frankie, Frankie a movie star!
Frankie, Frankie in neon lights!
Frankie is our joy and pride

MANDY
I’m a big movie star!

He’s our joy and pride
His name is Frankie

FRANKIE
I will turn into one!

Frankie, Frankie a movie star!
Frankie, Frankie in neon lights!
Spread the news
He’s one of us!

OSCAR
This has been a good job.
FRIDA
No need to be said.
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song 7

FRANKIE, THE BIG STAR
OSCAR AND FRIDA
This is a story
that we must tell everyone
A great film we made
And millions we earned
FRANKIE
A great film we made
It is a success!
Now I am the star
Everybody loves!
ALL
He is a great guy
He’s one of us
He is a must
He’s got his own style
He’s won people’s, people’s love
He is a great guy
He’s one of us
He is a must

He’s one of us
He is a must
Dear Frankie is unique
In his clumsy style!
He is a big star
He is a big star
Frankie, the big star!
Frankie, the big star!
He is on every magazine
He’s popular
He is a big star
Frankie, the big star!
He is a big star
Frankie, the big star!
He is a big star
Frankie is a big star, yeah!

Dear Frankie is unique
In his clumsy style!
MANDY
Thanks to this big guy
I feel I’m lucky
He makes me happy
He’s my new dummy!
ALL
Thanks to this big guy
We feel we are stars
We are happy
And we feel divine!
He is a great guy
He’s one of us
He is a must
He’s got his own style
He’s won people’s, people’s love
He is a great guy
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index
LEVEL/
TYPE

TEACHER´S CORNER

1

The Story
Quiz
1

How much do you know about Frankenstein?
This activity may be done individually or in
pairs/small groups. Students try to answers the
questions and then go to the Kiddle Encyclopedia
online at https://kids.kiddle.co (a child-friendly
and safe search engine) to check their answers.
You may want to discuss what words will lead to
get the answers they need, and show them how
the word “ad” is shown next to those sites that
are selling something.

(1) b. 1818 / (2) a. Victor Frankenstein / (3) b. stitches /
(4) c. yellow / (5) c. during an electrical storm /
(6) a. speak

8

2

The story
2

Synopsis. Fill in the gaps in the synopsis with
the words given.

(1) scientist / (2) mansion / (3) lab / (4) train /
(5) money / (6) monster / (7) search / (8) notebook

9

3

The Story

The author. Reading Comprehension. True or
False.

1. F / 2. F / 3. T / 4. F / 5. T / 6. T

10

4

Characters
1-2-3

Memotest. You can use this game to practice
different sentence structures according to your
students’ level. (i.e. relative clauses with the
higher levels).

ACTIVITY

KEY

PAGE

BEFORE WATCHING ACTIVITIES

5

Characters
2-3

11

Who’s who? In pairs, students ask each other
questions to complete the missing information
on the characters.

Mandy Glitter. She is an actress. She is Oscar’s
fiancée. She likes pearls.
Oscar. He is a scientist. He likes facts.
Olivia. She is a ghost. She is Petroff’s cousin.
Petroff. He is a butler. He lives in a mansion.
Frida. She is an assistant scientist. She is from Germany.
Mr. Brooks. He is an agent. He wants a dummy.

12 & 13

Descriptions. Use the adjectives in the word
bank to complete the sentences.

1. Oscar believed his grandfather was mad because
he tried to create a man by joining body parts.
2. When they found the monster, it wasn’t moving.
It was frozen
3. Reviving the creature might be risky. Both
scientists are careful and hide.
4. Mandy is excited about having a monster in the
film. She finds the idea quite thrilling.
5. Frankie is too tall and cannot walk well. He
doesn’t want to be so clumsy.
6. Olivia is the ghost of Petroff’s cousin. Petroff is
the only one alive in the mansion.
7. The lab is dark and mysterious. Frida thinks a
gloomy place like that is ideal for experiments.
8. When something bad happens, everybody
thinks Frankie is guilty.
9. After trying very hard to make the dummy, Oscar
and Frida are exhausted They need to take a rest.

14

wire / helmet / tube / stretcher / screw / drawings /
switch / lever / notebook

15

6

Characters
3

7

Words,
words,
words
1

Wordsearch

8

Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

Draw the lab
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Words,
words,
words
1-2-3

Find the differences. Encourage students
to describe the labs orally to practise for the
speaking paper of international exams.
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Grammar &
Structures
1, 2

Comparisons. Elicit the meaning of the different
adjectives with your students. Use them to
describe the pictures of the different monsters
and then, work on the written activity.
Suggested activity for level 3
Use the same chart to work on more complex
structures such as:
The Wolfman is not as smart as The Grinch.
Frankie is the least aggressive.

1. Dracula is taller than The Grinch.
2. Frankie is the tallest.
3. The Wolfman is the most aggressive.
4. The Mummy is more aggressive than Dracula.
5. The Grinch is smarter than The Wolfman.
6. Frankie is the smartest.
7. The Wolfman is scarier than Dracula.
8. Frankie is friendlier than The Mummy.
9. Dracula is more dangerous than The Grinch.
10. The Wolfman is the most dangerous.

18

The early 20’s. Past and Present.
Students use the data in the fact file to write
sentences comparing past and present.

Answers may vary.
Suggested answers:
1. In 1920 people used to communicate by
telegraph, but today we chat via whatsapp
2. In 1920 movies were silent, but today they have
sound and special effects.
3. In 1920 there were few women doctors and
lawyers, but today there are many.
4. In 1920 Jazz was popular with young people,
but today trap music is popular.
5. In 1920 ships were used for across-ocean
travel, but today planes are used.

19

12

Grammar
and
Structures
3

Unscramble the words to make proper sentences
about the play.

1. Mandy likes pearls and feathers.
2. Mr. Brooks is going to make a movie about Dr.
Victor Frankenstein’s monster.
3. The agent offers Frida and Oscar a lot of money
in exchange for a dummy.
4. If they are successful they will have enough
money for their experiments.
5. When the monster gets closer, Mandy faints.
6. Frida wants to know when Olivia’s spirit turns up.

20

13

Drama
activities
and games
1-2-3

ROLE-PLAY: Read the extract from the actors’
original script, decide the number of characters
your students need, analyse their feelings and
moods.
Variation: You can challenge your students to
play different moods.

21

Drama
activities
and games
1-2-3

Role Play. Read the chunk of the script and work
on the meaning with your students.
Discuss how each character feels and invite them
to role play the situation.
Challenge your students to improvise new feelings
when roleplaying!
Follow-up:
Discuss: Do you think Petroff wants to help? Why?

22

9

10

11

14

15

Grammar
and
Structures
3

Drama
activities
and games
3

Get students in fours and ask them to cut out one
set of the dialogue lines and then try to reconstruct
the conversation using all lines. To check results,
ask different groups to take the different roles and
act out the conversation.
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Mr. Brooks: Dear Dr. Frankenstein, good news for
you. Dr Frankenstein, Dr Berger... do you want to
earn millions?
Both: YES!
Mr. Brooks: Good! We are going to make a film on
Dr Victor Frankenstein’s life and the strange creature
he created. As you are now going to work in his
laboratory, we want you to make a dummy.
Mandy: Now, tell me, am I in the film?
Mr. Brooks: Surprise, surprise! Mandy, you’ll be
the main actress in the film.
Mandy: Divine! Divine! I love it! Me and the big
monster! (Dramatising the situation) He gets closer
and I... faint (She falls into Frida’s arms who makes
faces and pushes her aside roughly)
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Oscar: I don’t really understand. We are scientists,
not toy makers.
Mr. Brooks: Dear Oscar, this is not a toy. We
need a creature similar to the one created by your
grandfather... you know.
Frida: And the millions?
Mr. Brooks: If the dummy is good enough for the
film, you will be paid two million dollars.
Frida: I accept!
Oscar: I don’t.
Frida: Oscar, we need money for our future
experiments.
Mandy: Oscar, twitty, twitty, we will need millions
for our wedding.
Mr. Brooks: Think it over Dr Frankenstein...
goodbye...

23

AFTER WATCHING ACTIVITIES
Oscar: Facts are facts; I’m sure the electric
current will reach his brain through them; It was
written by my grandpa
Petroff: Nobody will like him in the outside world;
This place was closed after my master’s death.
Olivia: If you want to revive Frankie….find the
key; Now, I’ll rest in peace.
Mandy: He will come with me to London.
Mr. Brooks: Do you want to earn millions?
Frida: I’m a brave woman

Characters
1-2-3

Who said what? Ask student to identify who
said each line. Then you can ask more advanced
students to recreate the part of the story where that
line is used by improvising dialogue.

17

Characters
1-2-3

Write a letter. Guide your students to write a
letter as if they were Victor and Mandy on their
honeymoon.
Variation: You can think of other situations for
your students to write about (e.g.: Victor and
Frida brought a new pet to the mansion).

26

18

Characters
2, 3

Finding a New Role. Encourage your students to
use the Conditional Type Two to express hypothetical
ideas related to the characters. They could use all the
information they learned from the play.

27

19

The Story
1, 2

Story Builder. Analyse the story to obtain
information to answer the questions:
Who? to discuss characters; Where? to
discuss setting; What problems? to discuss the
challenges the characters face; and How? to see
the solution to their problems and the situation at
the end of the story.

28

20

The Story
2, 3

Story Builder. Analyse with your students the
different parts in the story according to their level.

29

21

The Story
1, 2, 3

Cover design. If possible, show your students
a real copy of Frankenstein by Mary Shelley.
Analyse the cover and all the information you can
read there. Invite your students to draw a BOOK
COVER for the play.

30

22

Words,
Words,
Words
1

Encourage your students to name drawings and
then complete the missing letters in the words.
You can practise spelling!

a. lever / b. stretcher / c. helmet / d. feathers /
e. suitcase / f. butler

31

23

Words,
Words,
Words
3

Parts of speech. Students complete the chart
with the corresponding parts of speech.

freeze - …………. - frozen
revive - revival - ………….
fail - failure - ………….
live - life - alive
risk - risk - risky
frighten - fright - frightening / frightened
die - death - dead

32
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Words,
words,
words
1, 2, 3

Cut out the cards and put them in a bag. Ask
a student to take out a card and to mime its
meaning. Other students can ask Yes/No
questions, but the one who is miming can only
answer by nodding or shaking their head.

33

Grammar &
Structure
1

Before and after. Encourage students to talk
about things they’ve learned to do and complete
the sentences.

Suggested answers:
When I was born, I couldn’t walk but now I can
run and dance and jump.
Before I started primary school, I couldn’t read or
write but now I can.
When I was 5, I couldn’t ride a bike but now I can
do it well.
Last year, I couldn’t play Fortnite well but now I
am good at it.

Grammar &
Structure
3

Get students to make hypothesis as if they were
the characters in the play. Show the contrast
between what Oscar and Frida say, who actually
have the money, and what the other characters
hypothesise.

Suggested ideas:
Mandy: If I had two million dollars, I would have a
glamorous wedding.
Petroff: If I spoke many languages, I would travel
around the world.
Mr. Brooks: If I lived in the mansion, I would shoot
many movies there.

35

27

Grammar &
Structure
2-3

Read the task with your students and elicit from
them WHY the life of a scientist can change that
much with a new project.
Work on the example.

Victor and Frida get up at 9am every day, but
yesterday they got up at 5.30am
1. Victor prepares breakfast every day, but
yesterday he took a shower.
2. Frida takes a shower every day, but yesterday
she prepared breakfast.
3. Victor speaks to Petroff every day, but
yesterday she spoke to his mum on the phone.
4. Victor and Frida read a book every day, but
yesterday they thought of new inventions.
5. Frida doesn’t cook lunch every day, but
yesterday she asked Petroff to cook.
6. Victor doesn’t earn a lot of money, but
yesterday he won a prize.
7. Victor and Frida don’t forget about things, but
yesterday they missed the train.
8. Victor and Frida hide their book every day, but
yesterday they left the notebook on the desk.
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Drama
Games and
Acitivities
2-3

Be a Scientist! You can watch a video with
instructions to this experiment here:
https://sciencebob.com/make-your-own-volcano/

More experiments here:
https://sciencebob.com/category/experiments/

37

Drama
Games and
Acitivities
1-2-3

Encourage students to talk about THE important
things in life. You can work on values and
emotions, and reflect upon their importance.
Variation 1: Bring a real jar and follow instructions
on the worksheet.
Variation 2: Use that jar to keep your student’s
answers and read them from time to time.

38

Drama
Games and
Acitivities
2-3

Interview. Get pairs of students to choose
different characters from the play and think of
questions they would like to ask them. They can
then either prepare the answers or you may get
other students to volunteer to play the different
character parts and improvise the answers.
Suggestion: You can use the cards in activity 4
to choose who plays each character.
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